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Overview

WiTTRATM combines a Data Transport Network along with 
Positioning Infrastructure to allow you to Locate, Sense and Track 
your assets.
 
In order to achieve a successful network deployment, it is 
important to understand both the capabilities of the WiTTRATM 
technology as well as the intended use case.

These guidelines give an overview of the hardware required and 
will help you deploy a robust, reliable and high-performance 
wireless network.

WiTTRATM offers a range of wireless network technologies covering most 
conceivable use cases within IoT, our network solutions are based on open 
standards which help make systems and applications more functional and 
interoperable. The core elements within the WiTTRATM Network consists of the 
WiTTRATM Unified Gateway, WiTTRATM C{x}ameleon tag (our software defined 
hardware solution for the creation of Positioning Beacons, Mesh Routers and 
the TrakSense360) and a range of additional clip-on sensors and accessories 
all described later in this guide.

More information: http://www.wittra.io/
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Devices

The Unified Gateway is at the heart of any network deployment - combining a 6LoWPAN mesh network with either LoRa 
or mioty LPWAN (low power wide area network) radios to provide a high volume of on-site sensor and 3D positioning 
data, along with long-range connectivity options for wide area network coverage needed for mass IoT deployments. 
The self-contained cloud gateway with either cabled ethernet, or cellular connectivity can be deployed to monitor assets 
through a cloud-based API. Fast to deploy and easy to use, the gateway delivers sensor and positioning data to the cloud 
service based on open and secured standards and protocols. 

01
WiTTRATM UNIFIED GATEWAY

www.wittra.io/products/unified-gateway/
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WiTTRATM C{x}AMELEON TAG

02WiTTRATM ‘Software Defined Hardware’ C{x}ameleon Tag extends hardware life and reduces waste. It is com-
pact, rugged and IP67 sealed and certified. It Includes several integrated sensors, positioning functions and 
a modern radio / communication technology, delivering data to the cloud. You define the product identity and 
functionality within the WiTTRATM Portal and the tag automatically connects to the low power, IP based net-
work once registered within the user portal. The C{x}ameleon Tag can take the identity of the TrakSense360, 
Mesh Router or Positioning Beacon through the use of our embedded software defined radio. 

https://www.wittra.io/products/wittra-cxameleon/

Identities and Functionality
TrakSense360:
The TrakSense360 is a small, wireless 
multi-function asset tracker with multiple 
built-in and click-on sensing capabilities. 
The device allows you to collect both 
positioning and sensor data.

Mesh Router:
The WiTTRATM Mesh Router is a small, 
wireless “anchor point” that forms part of 
the mesh network on a local site. Mesh 
Routers work together to extend and 
scale the network coverage to suit any 
shape or size of site, indoors, outdoors, 
underground even in 3 dimensions 
upwards in a multi-level environment.

Positioning Beacon:
Positioning Beacons offer the function-
ality of both ToF and RSSI. ToF (Time of 
Flight) positioning involves measuring the 
distance between a TrakSense360 and 
several Positioning Beacons using accu-
rate timing signals. RSSI (Relative Signal 
Strength Indicators) measures signal 
strength to work out positioning.

https://www.wittra.io/products/wittra-trak-
sense360/

https://www.wittra.io/products/wittra-posi-
tioning-beacon/

https://www.wittra.io/products/wittra-
mesh-router/
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0303 The WiTTRATM’s expansive range of Click on Sensors 
further extends the functionality of the TrakSense360 and is 
designed to future-proof your IoT deployment. The Click on 
Sensor extends your network in minutes by utilising WiTTRATM’s 
unique building block design whilst maintaining an IP67 rating. It 
comes in two versions; the short version is self-contained and is 
powered from the internal battery in the tag. The longer bodied 
version, is set up to take external power through the micro-USB 
connector.

WiTTRATM CLICK ON SENSOR

A range of accessories are available to further enhance 
and support network deployment. Battery packs, mount-
ing cradles, velcro straps, enclosures, power supplies, 
rechargeable batteries, USB cable and a reset plug. A 
mounting plate for the gateway is available on request.

WiTTRATM ACCESSORIES

https://www.wittra.io/products/wittra-click-on-sensors/

https://www.wittra.io/products/wittra-accessories/
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The WiTTRATM Network
WiTTRATM uses sub-GHz network technologies to reliably and securely deliver IoT 
data from sensor to cloud or to on-site computing platforms (or both) depending on 
preference. All three network types are scalable from small sites through to large, 
multi-site installations, driving mass IoT adoption.

WiTTRATM only works with network solutions based on open standards, helping 
make systems and applications more functional and interoperable, and reducing 
vendor lock-in for customers which ensures the long-term viability of the technol-
ogy investment. The WiTTRATM network is firstly a Data Transport Network. Mesh 
Routers relay sensor data and positioning data from the TrakSense360 asset tags 
back to the Gateway. 

Being a Mesh topology, the network of installed Mesh Routers will self-form a 
single-hop or multi-hop network “backbone”.

The in-built routing mechanism will automatically ensure optimal routing pathways 
through this backbone when transporting data from sensor to gateway. The Mesh 
topology allows you to install a network on almost any site, regardless of size or 
shape or environment currently allowing up to 500 devices within a single network, 
deploying multi networks is easily achieved with devices being able to roam be-
tween.
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Infrastructure 
Deployment:
The gateway can be connected to either cloud or on-premise computing resources (or both) via 
wired ethernet or cellular backhaul. It provides industrial-grade reliability both indoors and protected 
outdoors. The gateway accepts power from an AC mains outlet, is built to IP51 standards and is 
fully certified and ready for field deployment.
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Mesh routers (MRs) can be deployed up to several hundred 

meter's apart outdoors, line of sight, when installed at least 

3 meters above ground level) and achieve a reliable mesh 

formation. 

Positioning Beacons (PBs) should be placed no more than 100m 

apart and elevated 3m outdoors. Additionally, there should not be 

more than 100m – 200m between each positioning beacon and 

Mesh Router if the site deployment is using ToF (time of flight). 

100 m
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In addition to collating sensor data, the WiTTRA 6LoWPAN network functions as a Positioning infrastructure, meaning it can position the TrakSense360 devices 
using signals transmitted within the network through RSSI (Received Signal Strength) and ToF (Time of Flight). Environment dependent you can expect to achieve 
accuracy of +/-5m 85% of the time. There are two separate considerations when installing the network: Firstly, placing the Mesh Routers (MRs) in optimal locations 
to enable routing of the data from the TrakSense 360 device to the Gateway; and secondly, if the deployment is also using Time of Flight positioning to ensure that 
the Positioning Beacons (PBs) are also placed in optimal locations. Note the Positioning Beacons route their data via a Mesh Router and are not part of the net-
work backbone, they are dedicated purely to signals related only to positioning.

RSSI Indoor deployment
Indoor deployment distance is lower, due to signal obstruction caused by 
walls, furniture etc. In a typical indoor environment, deployment should be 
around 50M which is still a 10x improvement of standard beaconing solutions.

Time of Flight Indoor Deployment 
When ‘more accurate’ positioning of the TrakSense360 device is required 
Positioning Beacons (PBs) need to be installed, Indoor deployment distance is 
lower and Positioning Beacons should be placed no more than 50m apart to 
maintain good positioning accuracy and within 100M of a Mesh Router (MR).

Positioning Infrastructure

Key
      WiTTRA Gateway
      Mesh Router 
      TrakSense 360
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There are two distinct methods used for positioning TrakSense360 
tags within the network:

Positioning Technology Options:

01
Received signal strength indicator (RSSI) is a measurement of the power 
present in a received radio signal. RSSI is used by most indoor positioning 
systems because it is easy to implement. If the distance between the tag 
and measuring infrastructure is too long, you will need additional devices 
to improve the accuracy of your deployment.  

RSSI (Received Signal Strength) 
Positioning:

02
Time of Flight positioning involves measuring the distance between a 
TrakSense360 and several Positioning Beacons using accurate timing 
signals. The advantage is consistent accuracy over much larger distances. 
As an example, the WiTTRATM network has shown an accuracy of plus/
minus a few metres at a distance of 100 metres from the network 
infrastructure. Positioning signals need to be sent into the mesh network 
and require a radio link to at least one Mesh Router.

ToF (Time of Flight) Positioning:
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The quality of each radio 
link (hop) in the network can 
be viewed in the WiTTRATM 

Portal.

WiTTRATM 
Portal

The WiTTRATM Portal also provides 
a view on how devices are routed to 
the WiTTRATM Gateway.



WiPE is an intelligent “Positioning Engine” application that runs on the Gateway. WiPE takes all the RSSI and ToF timing data and combines 
it to produce a unique Latitude / Longitude coordinate (plus floor level positioning) for each TrakSense360 tag, each time a position update 
is requested by the TrakSense360 device. There are advantages in combining both RSSI and ToF data together for improved accuracy and 
consistency.

This coordinate is then transported to the specified data End Point (either the WiTTRATM portal or a third-party computing resource) where it 
can be displayed on a map GUI.

WiTTRATM WiPE (WiTTRATM Intelligent Positioning Engine):
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Plan ahead! This is a golden rule to make the site deployment a smooth process. Get hold of a floor plan or site map (Google Maps can be a good 
start) and look for appropriate installation locations for the infrastructure. Bear in mind you will need to go to the site and confirm there is mains power 
available for the chosen locations (unless you plan to run the infrastructure devices on battery power alone, which will then eventually require battery 
replacement/charging).

Install the Mesh Routers (MRs) and Positioning Beacons (PBs) in “clear air”, meaning as far as possible from large metal objects and surfaces (e.g., 
metal poles, metal beams, sheet metal etc.). If it is impossible to avoid these types of objects, the WiTTRATM device will still function but the effective 
communication distance might be reduced in some directions.

Site Deployment:

Outdoors: Mesh Routers (MRs) can be placed several hundred meters apart provided they are elevated at least 3 metres above ground level. This 
allows the antennas to operate efficiently and achieve reliable data links for the mesh. 

Indoors: Mesh Routers (MRs) can be placed 30m - 100m apart depending on how many obstructions lie between the devices. The quality of the radio 
links can be seen in the WiTTRATM portal so it is easy to check this during installation. 

General Rules for Mesh Routers:

Outdoors: Positioning Beacons (PBs) should be placed not more than 100m apart for good positioning accuracy, as well as being elevated at least 3 
metres above ground level.  If there are obstructions (trees, buildings) between the PBs then you might need to reduce this distance. In addition, there 
should not be more than 100m - 200m between each PB and the nearest MR (the positioning signals from the PBs need to be sent into the mesh 
network, so every PB needs a good quality radio link to at least one MR).

Indoors: Positioning Beacons (PBs) should be placed no more than 50m apart to maintain good positioning accuracy. For a heavily obstructed 
environment (a lot of walls or other physical obstacles) this distance might need to be reduced. The WiTTRATM portal can be used to assess radio link 
quality.

General Rules for Positioning Beacons
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WiTTRATM Example Use Cases

Target Applications
Asset Tracking 
Environmental Monitoring e.g 
Gases
Waste Management / Cost 
Optimization 
Predictive Maintenance 
Equipment Utilization 
Workflow Automation

Top Mining Challenges
Infrastructural Implementation 
Underutilized Equipment 
Misplaced Assets - Lost Time 
Multi-level & Harsh Environment 
Remote location struggle to pick up 
cellular/ GPS Signals
Ease of Deployment 
Site Safety and Security

Target Applications
Equipment Managment 
Preventive Maintenance 
Asset Utilization 
Resource Optimization 
Theft Prevention 
Automation

Top Tracking Challenges
Cost of Implementation 
Infrastructure 
Ease of Deployment 
Complex Environment (indoor/
outdoor) 
Total Asset Visitibility 
Security

Target Applications
Asset Tracking 
Waste Management 
Predictive Maintenance 
Equipment Utilization 
Workflow Automation 

Top Construction Challenges
Low Productivity 
Site Safety and Security 
Underutilized Equipment 
Misplaced Assets - Lost Time
Multi-level & Harsh Environment 
Ease of Deployment 

Target Applications
Soil Managment 
Crop Monitoring 
Local/zonal temperature 
and humidity 
Equipment monitoring 
and machinery preventive 
maintenance 
Livestock Monitoring and 
mangement 
Automation

Top Agriculture Challenges
Poor Connectivity in rural Areas 
Cost of Implementations 
Infrastructure 
Ease of Deployment 
Complex Environment (Indoor/
outdoor) 
Total Asset Visibility 
Security

Target Applications
Patient Care 
Location Based Services
Connected Bed
Healthcare Automation
Equipment Utilization 
Equipment Monitoring 
Preventive Maintenance 

Top Medical Challenges
Data Security and Privacy 
Complex Environment 
Complex Implementation 
Integration
Ease of Deployment 
Total Asset Visibility 

Target Applications
Equipment Monitoring 
Preventive Maintenance 
Equipment Utilization 
Production Flow monitoring
Location of Assets and 
Inventory 
Energy/Carbon Reduction 

Top Industry Challenges
Data Security and Privacy 
Multiple Standards 
Complex Enviroment 
Complex Implementation
Cost of Integration 
Ease of Deployment 
Total Asset Visibility 

Target Applications
Security 
Regulatory Compliance 
Equipment Monitoring and  
Machinery 
Preventive Maintenance
Cargo Moniroting (Supply 
Chain Management
Automation  

Top Marine Challenges
Complex Environment 
Cost of Implementation 
Infrastructure 
Ease of Deployment 
Total Asset Visibility 
Security 
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Mining Asset Tracking Construction Agriculture

Medical Industry Marine

www.wittra.io/use-cases/ 

Find out more at

http://www.wittra.io/use-cases/
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